Düsseldorf (Deutschland), September 2018
Dear Karolina,
1.5 years ago we had a big dream: we wanted to celebrate our wedding in my (Alex ') homeland. Me, (Alex)
I have lived in Germany for 30 years. My partner (Benni) is originally from Austria. We had the dream to
bring together all the guests of all three countries in one country, in a wedding party - and to show them
the great Polish culture...
And then we found YOU online - our wedding angel 😉
At this point we would like to thank you from the bottom of our hearts for the perfect planning &
organization of our international wedding 😊 Thanks to your support, it has become THE dream
wedding that we have always wished for:
2 days wedding party, and a weekend from Friday to Monday – together with our guests from Germany,
Austria & Poland!
THANKS for the last 1.5 years and the intense planning!!

We have had so many special, individual sub-projects that we've worked on over the past months:
•
•
•
•
•

Wedding dress choice in the best salon! Thanks for the recommendation 😉
Bilingual stationery: Save the date magnets, invitations, menu cards etc.
Welcome packs & letters for guests from DE & AT
Opening of a beauty salon with hairdressers and make-up artists - for all German & Austrian guests
in the hotel
Individual airport transports of all guests to / from the hotel!

•
•

Giant Bus Transportation of all 100 guests to / from the church 😉
Planning of the German-Polish church fair, with vocalist

•
•

Self made photo box - best low price, last minute variant 😉
Wonderful table and balloon decoration in the wedding room – where the balloons moved, as if

•
•

by magic, to the best place in the room - for the best photo background 😉
Cocktail bar
Fire show coordination

•
•

Parent Gift: Printed Wine Carafs 😉
and and and….

We know that it was not always easy to organize the entire guest-hotel-transport-beauty salon-planning
in detail, and to the last arriving guest .... You spent hours and hours on that... and adopted the planning
again and again and again - for our 100 guests! You have even fulfilled the last-minute change requests of
the guests (hotel rooms and beauty salon bookings) until the night before the wedding day .
Thanks to YOU, we have achieved a logistical masterpiece 😊
On the day of the wedding, you have supported us so perfectly in the background.

Starting with the morning decorating of the location, name card organization ...then the beauty salon
organization, as well as bus organization of all guests to the church ... afterwards the perfect church entry
of my father and me (Alex) ... and ending with the perfect implementation of all planned agenda points
during the wedding party.
One example of your super organization: Even in the biggest rush, and just before the bus ride to the
church, you have managed to keep an eye on every single guest. You have ensured that every guest
reaches his/her carpool stress-free. And you have managed it without stepping into the foreground.
Fantastic.
Everything just merged perfectly - without a single breakdown! And that is really a big achievement on
such a big wedding 😉
You are a real perfectionist. This has been seen in every planning detail and in the final implementation in
the wedding hall. Being Wedding Planner is not just your job, it is your vocation and talent! Not only us,
but also our guests noticed that.
The feedback from the guests was overwhelmingly positive. Here are some feedback quotes from guests
we would like to share with you:
- "To anyone who asks me how the wedding was like, I will say: “It was the best wedding I've ever been to
and probably will ever be."
- "Everything just went sooo smoothly. The whole weekend was just so round, from Friday evening to
Monday morning. "
- "If we were at the German VOX's wedding TV show, I'd give you 10/10 points for every single part."
- "The decoration - so pretty, and not exaggerated."
- "From now on, I only want to go to weddings, where I can sleep in the location – it is sooo practical and
feels like a school trip!"

Without you, the wedding would not have become what it has become!
We will recommend you 100% to all our friends and acquaintances...
The close contact with you will be missed ....

Thank you for the most wonderful day of our life!
Alex & Benni

